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Abstract 

The popularity of direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic ancestry testing has resulted in a 

surge of life-changing news for consumers and their families. DTC genetic ancestry testing 

companies and third-party websites have provided consumers with new ways to create family 

trees and connect with unknown relatives. However, these ways do not come without the 

potential harms of violating familial autonomy and privacy. This paper will examine the ethical 

implications of participating in DTC genetic ancestry testing, including violations of familial 

autonomy and privacy. These violations occur due to lack of familial consent, and inadequate 

database privacy measures. I argue that it is morally impermissible to submit DNA to DTC 

genetic ancestry testing companies because familial consent is morally required, but impossible –

one should not submit one’s genetic data for ancestry testing because one is unable to fulfill her 

obligations to obtain unknown and possibly known family members’ consent. However, I 

appreciate that sending DNA to DTC genetic ancestry companies is not illegal, nor are these 

companies prohibited from conducting business in the United States (U.S.). Therefore, I offer 

recommendations for consumers and companies to decrease the harms that may occur by 

submitting DNA to DTC genetic ancestry companies. I discuss the uniqueness of DNA, familial 

autonomy and privacy implications, legal and psychological implications, and database privacy 

risks, all of which must be considered when weighing the benefits against the harms of genetic 

ancestry testing. I conclude by raising objections to my argument that individuals should not 

engage in DTC genetic ancestry testing and provide responses including the counterargument 

that individual action results in tangible consequences when it comes to genetic databases, and 

that the public, not just some individuals, should cease participation in DTC testing. Ultimately, 

if all consumers stop purchasing DTC genetic ancestry tests, future generations will not be 
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harmed by their ancestors’ failing to respect familial autonomy and privacy due to DTC genetic 

ancestry companies and their databases. 
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Introduction 

As we begin a new decade, controversy surrounding direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic 

testing companies that offer ancestry testing, such as 23andMe and Ancestry.com, are frequent 

topics in the popular press. Daily, we hear from our colleagues or see news outlets’ posts about 

finding unknown family members, half-siblings, or discrepancies regarding the identities of 

biological fathers, known as misattributed paternity. An unknown family member is someone 

who has not been identified by any relative as being included in the social definition of family. 

By contrast, known family members include any family member that the individual or an 

individual’s relative has identified as being included in the social family. According to the 

National Institutes of Health (NIH), DTC genetic tests in general are tests that are “marketed 

directly to consumers. Consumers send the company a DNA sample and receive their results 

[online].”1 In this paper, I will focus on DTC genetic tests that assess consumers’ ancestry and 

genealogic data, and not those that also test for genetic variants for medical or health purposes. 

The ethical issues that surround DTC genetic ancestry testing companies are vast, and it is 

beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all of them. I will focus on familial repercussions of 

consumers’ decisions to submit their DNA to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies, which 

exist as a result of similarities in DNA between family members, and inability for users’ DNA to 

be kept private in DTC genetic ancestry company and third-party company databases.   

Public motivations for genetic ancestry testing vary. According to a 2013 study, 

consumers pursue ancestry testing for three general reasons: (1) identity-seeking, (2) disease 

risk-testing that complements health care, and (3) curiosity-driven testing/searching for a better 

lifestyle.2 However, these reasons are not mutually exclusive, as some consumers’ motivations 

consist of two or more of these motivations. Some individuals submit their DNA to DTC genetic 
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ancestry testing companies for solely recreational purposes, which could belong to the third 

reason for pursuing testing, like that of the relative of the Golden State Killer.3 However, others 

seek out ancestry testing to ascertain information about their health history through their 

ancestral roots or paternity, as in the second reason for pursuing testing.2 According to a more 

recent study, consumers are also purchasing genetic ancestry testing kits to find genetic 

relationships and create contact with newly found relatives.4 However, the most up-to-date and 

most comprehensive study indicates that the main reason (nearly 85% of study respondents) for 

taking a genetic ancestry test was for genealogical research.5 Within each motivation, there are 

likely people who are concerned with the potential violation of familial autonomy or the privacy 

implications of doing so, but there are also many who do not know or care about such concerns. 

A 2019 study reported that almost all of the study participants were not worried about the 

negative implications of submitting their DNA to a DTC genetic ancestry testing company, and 

that many didn’t believe that their personal or genetic information was being shared.6 This paper 

is primarily focused on the group of consumers that pursues genetic ancestry testing but is 

unaware of, unconcerned with, or believes that the benefits of receiving genealogical information 

outweigh the familial implications of submitting genetic information. I do not consider here 

those who choose not to undergo genetic testing precisely because of their interest in protecting 

familial autonomy and privacy. Nor am I concerned with those who self-select to engage with 

DTC genetic ancestry testing companies with the full support of their families.  

There are two levels of consumer self-selection. Level one includes people who submit 

their DNA to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies. Level two is a subset of Level one that 

includes people who opt in for more privacy protections within their chosen DTC genetic 

ancestry testing service. For example, if one submits her DNA (Level one) and opts in to contact 
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from genetic relatives, she can see other relatives added to her family tree if those individuals 

also consent to be seen, but it is also possible that she decides that she does not want to be seen 

or contacted by those to whom she may be related (Level two).7 The more privacy settings an 

individual selects, the less severe the potential for a privacy violation, which ultimately has 

implications for their genetic and social relatives.  

Since DTC testing has familial implications, each family member’s autonomy and 

privacy must be considered and respected. Due to the practical impossibility of respecting 

familial autonomy and privacy while participating in DTC genetic testing, I argue that it is 

morally impermissible to submit genetic material to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies. I 

am not arguing that it is illegal to provide DNA samples to DTC genetic ancestry companies, or 

that the companies themselves should be banned. Rather, acknowledging that such testing will 

continue, I offer guidance for individuals and companies aimed at mitigating what I see as a 

morally reprehensible action and reducing the severity of harmful consequences.  

In this paper, I first describe the uniqueness of DNA in order to emphasize why there 

must be specific ethical guidance for DTC genetic ancestry testing companies, third party sites 

(e.g., GEDMatch), and for those who choose to submit their information to these companies. 

Second, I outline how submission of an individual’s genetic information has familial autonomy 

and privacy implications and why this is significant. Third, I note legal and psychological 

implications of engaging in testing for individuals and their families. These additional 

implications affect familial autonomy and privacy and thus provide further evidence of how 

familial autonomy and privacy can negatively be affected. Fourth, I specifically note database 

privacy risks due to the nature of company biobanking technology. These risks each have 

familial privacy implications. Fifth, I weigh the benefits against the harms of partaking in DTC 
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genetic ancestry testing for the individual, and for one’s family members, through a utilitarian 

lens.8 Finally, I respond to objections to the significance of individual action by arguing that 

individual action results in nonnegligible consequences due to the shared nature of genetic 

information and how genetic ancestry companies connect individuals to their family members.  

 

Uniqueness of DNA 

At the outset, I would like to define the term “genetic exceptionalism,” as it provides the 

underpinnings for my argument. Genetic exceptionalism, coined by Thomas Murray, is “the 

claim that genetic information is sufficiently different from other kinds of health-related 

information that it deserves special protection or other exceptional measures.”9 Throughout the 

past 20 years, the idea that genetic information is unique has been disputed, however the original 

purpose of the term was to focus on the moral, legal, and policy issues that arise from the advent 

of new genetic technologies, and our increasing understanding of the human genome. Recently, 

after much discourse, the term, “genetic contextualism” has been introduced in order to concede 

that genetic information does contain similarities to other medical tests, however, what matters is 

the context in which we place the genetic information.10 Murray argues that perhaps the term 

“genetic exceptionalism” should be discontinued, however, the idea still stands: genetic 

information should be treated with caution.10 I do not wish to take a stance on whether the term 

should be used in and of itself, but rather note that my argument is predicated on the idea that 

genetic ancestry information poses different privacy concerns from other medical and health 

information, and in specific contexts, the publication of this information can have profound 

implications beyond the individual from whom the information is derived. Thus, my argument is 

grounded on the uniqueness of genetic information, and the importance of preserving the 
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autonomy and privacy of individuals who seek and those who do not seek genetic ancestry 

testing for various purposes.  

Similar to Murray’s original claim, genealogists also emphasize the uniqueness of genetic 

information compared to traditional document-based evidence. According to the 2019 Genealogy 

Standards, the official manual for genealogists written by the Board of Certification for 

Genealogists, genetic information contains similarities and differences from document-based 

information. Genetic information is similar to other types of genealogical information in that it is 

only significant in the context of other information and analysis.11 For example, if an individual 

submits her genetic information to a DTC genetic ancestry testing company, she will only learn 

about other relatives, with a moderate degree of certainty, who are six generations or degrees of 

separation (or less) from her and who also sent their DNA to said company.4 Therefore, if one 

relative never sends in his information, the company itself will not be able to connect her to this 

relative. This falls under Level two self-selection, which serves to mitigate breaches of autonomy 

and privacy. However, the individual can utilize other publicly sourced databases and social 

media websites to find family members who are connected to the one relative who did submit a 

sample for testing, which is common practice among many searching for their genealogical 

roots. For example, in Dani Shapiro’s experience, her biological father did not submit his DNA 

to Ancestry.com, but her biological cousin did, making him her biological father’s nephew. The 

information that Ancestry.com provided her, in conjunction with information from Facebook, 

enabled her to discover the identity of her father, without him ever engaging with 

Ancestry.com.12 The last main difference between DNA and documentary evidence that 

genealogists note is that DNA is often from living individuals, whereas documentary evidence 

tends to be gathered regarding the deceased.11  
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Broadly speaking, all humans share 99.9% of our DNA.13 Specifically, the average 

amount of DNA shared between identical twins is 100%, between parent and child and siblings 

is ~50%, between grandchild and grandparents, half-siblings and aunt/niece and uncle/nephew is 

~25%, first cousins is 12.5%, and as one gets farther removed the percent similarity decreases.14 

DTC genetic ancestry testing companies note that their probability of detecting even farther 

relationships is fairly high (e.g., first cousins are detected ~100% of the time, second cousins 

~99%, third cousin ~90%, fourth cousin ~45%, and fifth cousin ~15%).7 Thus, DTC genetic 

ancestry companies, in conjunction with personal and genealogist research, can connect 

individuals to their relatives by cross-referencing multiple company databases, demographic 

data, other public records, and social media websites, and can do so with fairly high detection 

rates.15   

 

Familial Autonomy and Privacy Implications 

In Beauchamp and Childress’s Principles of Biomedical Ethics (2019), respect for 

autonomy is one of the four principles of biomedical ethics. The purpose of upholding respect for 

autonomy is to protect individual rights and respect one’s ability to self-govern and make fully 

informed voluntary choices without controlling influences.16 However, autonomy is not only an 

individualistic principle. At times, due to our social relationships with others and the impact we 

have on them, respect for autonomy can also be a communitarian ethical requirement.3 In 

addition to self-determination, respecting autonomy includes the preservation of individual 

privacy. Breaches of privacy directly conflict with the goal of self-determination, as one is no 

longer able to control what happens to the information exposed in the breach (e.g., genetic data). 
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Furthermore, a 2004 research study emphasizes familial implications of genetic testing. 

Evidence suggests that people are aware of and sometimes motivated by the familial implications 

of genetic testing.16 This is because consumers’ choices can be influenced by family members 

due to their social and trusting relationships. For example, a 2018 study notes that it is common 

for females who wish to learn about their paternal lineage to ask relatives to participate in DTC 

genetic ancestry testing to learn more about their family tree.5 The same study notes that 

approximately 3% of their survey respondents pursued genetic testing upon request from a 

relative.5 Thus, the decision-making process must be inclusive of these family members.17 

However, to reinforce the notion of self-selection as described above, people who do not wish to 

learn about their ancestral roots or any other information that DTC genetic ancestry testing 

companies provide, such as paternity, would not engage in genetic ancestry testing (Level one 

self-selection). This results in a skewed sample of individuals who may not be concerned with 

familial autonomy and privacy implications accessing DTC testing. Although there are some 

privacy measures put in place on DTC genetic ancestry testing company websites, they are not 

enough to preserve individual and familial genetic privacy, as evidenced by individuals publicly 

sharing their stories of finding relatives through DTC genetic ancestry testing companies 

websites who were not listed on the website.18,19 This, in conjunction with researchers’ and 

hackers’ ability to access private genetic information from DTC genetic ancestry testing 

company websites and third party websites makes the few privacy measures inadequate to 

maintain users’ and their families’ genetic privacy.  

Therefore, I argue that due to the familial implications of genetic ancestry testing, 

consent is needed from consumers, and their known and unknown family members. But this is 

unrealistic in practice. Even the feasibility of gaining consent from known family members is 
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questionable. Are consumers obligated to get consent from every family member? This seems 

arduous and supererogatory, and impossible for family members who are too young or otherwise 

not competent to give consent. However, getting informed consent from all family members is 

necessary due to the shared nature of genetic information and the lack of adequate privacy 

protections for genetic information that is in DTC genetic ancestry companies’ databases. How 

privacy protections are insufficient is outlined below and includes the inability to deidentify 

genetic information and the ability for legal authorities to access genetic databases. Furthermore, 

as Witt and Witt (2016) note, “maintenance of absolute anonymity, bearing in mind the current 

progress of genetic techniques, is virtually impossible.”20 Therefore, the maintenance of the 

consumer’s privacy let alone the privacy of her loved ones or unknown relatives is an unrealistic 

promise made by DTC genetic ancestry testing companies and calls for the consent of family 

members for that exact reason. The public needs to understand the consequences of engaging in 

testing and have the opportunity to choose whether they wish to relinquish their genetic privacy, 

for the potential benefit of learning about their genealogy. There are many definitions of privacy. 

For the purposes of this paper, I define genetic privacy “as a personal right to control the uses of 

one’s data, including enjoying access and using it by oneself.”21  

Submitting DNA has repercussions for all of one’s family members, including potential 

family upset and upheaval due to misattributed paternity and the introduction of half-siblings, 

potential privacy breach, and ultimately lack of respect for autonomy. This lack of respect for 

autonomy stems from consumers’ nonexistent requests for consent from family members prior to 

submitting their DNA to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies. Although consent is often 

sought in the doctor-patient or researcher-participant relationships, I argue that consent is also 
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necessary during this business transaction for the consumer and her relatives because the genetic 

information that is shared belongs to one’s biological, private information.  

Additionally, there have been reports of incongruent test results from different DTC 

genetic ancestry testing companies, causing confusion and worry among the consumer and her 

family members.22 Currently, several DTC genetic ancestry testing companies do not require 

consumers to obtain consent from family members, though they are aware of these familial 

concerns.23 An analysis of company privacy policies and terms and conditions documents 

demonstrated that consent sections vary among DTC genetic ancestry testing companies in terms 

of encouraging consumers to obtain permission from their family members (biologically related 

or not).23 Companies that are identified as more ‘traditional’ ancestry companies that don’t 

include DNA analysis are more explicit in their terms and mention the importance of consenting 

one’s family members, due to third party repercussions of genealogic information, hinting at 

privacy implications for others. However, companies that solely use DNA analysis or include 

DNA analysis in their services tend to focus their terms on client protections and ownership and 

exclude familial consent terminology in their documents.23 DTC genetic ancestry testing 

companies also explicitly note that ancestry data affects entire families, however familial consent 

for consumer participation is ultimately not required. Such language is insufficient to respect the 

autonomy of family members who share large segments of DNA with the consumer.  

Although it is impossible to get unknown family members’ consent, their privacy and 

autonomy are still implicated in ancestry testing. Unknown family members are autonomous 

beings and should be able to decide what happens to their genetic data. This creates a problem: 

how could something that’s impossible be obligatory? Isn’t this setting up the duty bearer for 

failure? In western philosophy, there is a commonly accepted understanding that “ought implies 
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can.”24 Therefore, if one ought to do something, then it must be possible. However, in the current 

context, while one ought to get consent from family members, it is impossible to do so. The 

concept of “ought implies can” could then imply that one is not obligated to obtain consent from 

family members. But, submitting one’s DNA to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies is only 

permissible if one obtains complete familial consent, and since one cannot seek consent from 

every family member, let alone guarantee that every family member will grant the consumer 

permission to submit her DNA, submitting one’s DNA is not morally permissible. Although 

impossibility is a problem, it does not imply that one should simply forgo seeking consent. 

Rather, impossibility of familial consent means that one ought not submit one’s genetic data for 

ancestry testing because one is unable to fulfill her obligations to obtain unknown and possibly 

known family members’ consent. Furthermore, this conclusion entails that DTC genetic ancestry 

testing companies are likewise morally at fault because these companies are selling a product 

that no one can permissibly purchase.  

Furthermore, because testing can be inaccurate and interpretation of results complicated, 

the family of the test taker should be able to exert control over whether they are willing to 

increase the probability of this happening to them. Inaccuracies can easily occur as one has the 

same amount of similar DNA to a grandparent or halfsibling. Thus, a DTC genetic ancestry 

testing company may note that the consumer’s half-sibling is their granddaughter.25 This, in 

conjunction with misattributed paternity and knowledge of other new relatives, has familial 

implications, and in order to respect relatives’ autonomy, their fully informed consent must be 

obtained to ensure that they understand the potential risks and agree to take them on. 

Alternatively, as part of the consent process, relatives should also be able to request that their 

family member cease participation in DTC genetic ancestry testing. The permissibility of 
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familial authority over the consumer relies on John Stuart Mill’s harm principle, which states 

“that the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a 

civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.”26 

Although one should not submit her genetic information to DTC genetic ancestry testing 

companies, companies are still going to advertise and continue offering their products. 

Therefore, I offer the following guidance to companies in order to reduce the severity of the 

potential harms and immoral actions of consumers. I argue that companies should require 

consumers to obtain informed consent from known family members (minimally known first- and 

second-degree relatives) because they too should have the opportunity to make informed 

decisions regarding whether or not they want their genetic information to become publicly 

accessible or to be linked to other family members. In practice, this could mean that consumers 

would be required to supply either a consent document for each family member or a similar form 

that denotes that permission from family members has been sought. This is minimally what 

should be required, however, the ability to hold consumers accountable for their honesty in 

filling out these forms remains almost impossible. Additionally, some first- and second-degree 

relatives might be estranged from the consumer, thus adding to the limitations of requiring a 

familial consent process. Currently, 23andMe requires only individual consumers to consent to 

have access to and utilize what they call the DNA Relatives feature, which connects consumers 

to their family members. If one chooses not to take advantage of this feature, that individual 

cannot be publicly connected by 23andMe to other family members and vice versa.7 However, 

one of the main reasons consumers choose to submit their DNA to 23andMe is for this service in 

particular, which means that many consumers consent to this feature (although it may not be 

adequately informed), which creates the necessity for their family members’ consent as well.27 
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Although it is impossible to request permission from all family members, as noted previously, 

companies should minimally request that consumers provide documented permission or 

attestation to a statement of permission having been sought and received from all known first- 

and second-degree relatives. This policy change could reduce the incidence of violations of 

familial autonomy. Furthermore, the consumer consent process should include elements such as 

better pre-test disclosure and educational components so that consumers themselves can give true 

informed consent and gain true informed consent from their corresponding family members.  

Currently, genetic and genomic research guidelines suggest that families should be 

considered during the consent process, and depending on the nature of the results, the participant, 

patient, or researcher may be obligated to disclose to families genetic test results and incidental 

findings.28 However, these companies are businesses and do not view individuals submitting 

their genetic information as patients or research subjects, but rather as consumers or clients. 

Although DTC genetic ancestry testing companies mention familial considerations during the 

consent process, I argue that they must do more given the lack of the kind of supportive 

infrastructure generally provided in other testing contexts. Consumers are often left without 

assistance, grappling with the news of misattributed paternity, or the decision to introduce a new 

relative to their immediate family, which are often emotionally and psychologically distressing 

circumstances.  

Additionally, the Genealogy Standards outline the importance of respect for privacy 

rights, and emphasizes the “test taker’s” privacy, but does not mention the need to respect the 

test taker’s family’s privacy.11 Genealogists request written consent from living test takers and 

provide information regarding levels of privacy, benefits, risks, and potential consequences of 

sharing and submitting genetic information to DTC genetic ancestry companies. However, they 
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do not mention consent practices for relatives.11 Furthermore, the Genealogist’s Code of Ethics 

outlines the obligation to explain “options for openness and privacy and how other researchers 

could or could not access the data,” and that “there are never any guarantees of complete 

anonymity and privacy.”11 Although the aforementioned written documents mention little about 

the importance of familial implications of testing, leading genealogist Judy Russell has discussed 

the importance of thinking about the implications of testing not just for oneself, but also for 

known and unknown relatives.29 Perhaps thinking about the implications of DTC genetic 

ancestry testing for individuals other than the consumer will encourage attempts to obtain 

consent for known, first- and second-degree relatives, in order to minimize privacy harms. 

However, whenever one submits their DNA to a DTC genetic ancestry company, she will always 

risk loss of genetic privacy for both herself and her family members.  

DTC genetic ancestry testing companies are businesses rather than academic or clinical 

research institutions and have different ethical obligations towards the public. Although publicly 

held companies have different obligations towards the public than privately held companies, I 

focus below on both types of DTC genetic ancestry testing companies in the context of their 

obligations to their users and their users’ relatives. Some companies like 23andMe and 

Ancestry.com make consumers’ genetic information publicly accessible via online sources, 

whereas many research institutions do not. However, it is important to note that not all DTC 

genetic testing companies and research institutions have the same policies regarding publicly 

accessible information, depending on the company’s or researcher’s goals and mission. What is 

similar among research institutions is that there tends to be federal oversight and more privacy 

protections (and therefore more trust) when it comes to biobanks or databases, whereas 

companies can more easily change terms and conditions and can be bought by other companies, 
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leading to such changes, resulting in different governance or goals for the biobanks or databases. 

This necessitates extra protections for consumers and their families. However, DTC genetic 

ancestry testing companies still see their “client as the single decision-maker on whether their 

information and any family history, pedigree, or personal data of others with whom they are 

related or associated should be shared on the company’s database or across companies.”23 This 

idea is demonstrated by several DTC genetic ancestry testing companies whose consent forms 

place sole responsibility for obtaining familial on the individual consumer, and stems from the 

financial transaction that takes place between the client and the company.23 More often than not, 

consumers submit their DNA to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies seeking ancestry and 

genealogic information without concern for potentially negative implications for family members 

or neglecting to fully read online consent forms distributed by these companies.27 Therefore, 

even if online consent forms are changed to be more comprehensive and include a familial 

consent requirement, or further emphasize familial consent concerns, consumers may continue to 

simply click through, undermining the obligation of consumer and familial consent. Although 

requiring familial consent does mitigate some of the potential harms to consumers’ family 

members, companies may continue to be unable to ensure consumer accountability due to the 

familial consent form’s online platform. The only way to completely prevent possible harms is to 

cease from submitting one’s DNA to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies.  

The National Genealogical Society, which includes those who regularly facilitate and 

utilize DTC genetic ancestry testing, articulates ethical guidelines regarding sharing and 

disseminating genetic information. Specifically, they note the imperative to not harm any living 

individual. They explicitly state that “sharing the information of persons other than ourselves is 

an ethical violation if we do not have consent.” 30 This ethical standard refers to consumers 
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sharing information with others about their DNA matches when the matches did not consent to 

be shared with others. Individuals often feel compelled to share their information with others to 

grow their family tree or tell their loved ones of news that may be life-changing to them and their 

family members. However, this is impermissible if the match did not consent to the sharing of 

their information. Ultimately, this ethical consideration identified among genealogists forms a 

direct parallel with my argument, in that it supports the claim that familial consent is imperative 

during the testing process and should be emphasized in DTC genetic ancestry testing companies’ 

privacy policies due to the potential harms that testing may cause families.  

 

Legal and Psychological Implications 

DTC genetic ancestry testing companies are successful, in part, because consumer 

information does not remain private. When a consumer who purposefully seeks other relatives 

submits her DNA to a company, she wishes for her relatives to have access to her information, 

and for her to have access to their information. This is how family trees are created. This ability 

to connect distant family members to the consumer was used to solve the Golden State Killer 

case.3 The site that was used to find the Golden State Killer is called GEDMatch, which is a third 

party public genealogy website that allows individuals to upload their DTC genetic test results. 

The Golden State Killer case was a cold case until the man who raped and killed many women 

was identified using GEDMatch, after searching for him for forty years. Detectives input the  

DNA from the forensic sample thought to be from the killer into GEDMatch and found a distant 

relative who had uploaded her genetic data into GEDMatch due to a desire to create a family tree 

and determine her ancestry.3 Many genealogists are beginning to shy away from using 

GEDMatch because of its inadequate privacy measures that made finding the Golden State Killer 
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possible.30 However, immediately following the Golden State Killer case, GEDMatch changed 

their terms of service several times. One update permitted law enforcement to submit more DNA 

samples to identify other alleged criminals.6 Today, GEDMatch’s privacy settings allow users to 

opt-in to allow law enforcement to view their data during police searches.31 

Unlike GEDMatch’s original law enforcement policy, DTC genetic ancestry testing 

companies explicitly note their relationship and interactions with law enforcement publicly on 

their websites. As of August 16th, 2020, Ancestry states that they will only divulge customer 

information to law enforcement “in response to a valid trial, grand jury, or administrative 

subpoena.”32 Furthermore, the 2019 Transparency Report states that nine data requests were 

received that calendar year, and of those requests eight of them were related to criminal 

investigations involving financial crimes.33 However, one request did seek access to Ancestry’s 

DNA database. Ancestry challenged this request and ultimately did not provide any customer 

information, but law enforcement may increasingly request genetic information in the future.33 

This suggests that, although law enforcement can utilize its authority to attempt to obtain private 

financial or genetic information from Ancestry, they are more likely to seek the publicly 

accessible information that anyone can view with enough knowledge and resources, as in the 

Golden State Killer case. Such legal ramifications of DTC genetic ancestry testing need to be 

understood for the consumer to give full informed consent. However, family members must also 

understand these potential consequences when their relative seeks their consent. But, as noted 

previously, this still does not solve the problem of missing familial consent.  

In addition to legal ramifications, personal and familial distress can result when 

consumers learn that their parents, siblings, or other family members are not blood relatives. A 

quintessential misattributed paternity case is described in Dani Shapiro’s memoir, Inheritance, 
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where she describes learning from a DNA test that her father was not her biological father, and 

her half-sister was not a genetic relative at all. She learns that her genetic father was a medical 

student who studied near the in vitro fertilization (IVF) clinic where her mother and social father 

were thought to have contributed their gametes for IVF. This medical student’s sperm, instead of 

her father’s sperm, was used to inseminate her mother’s egg, not an uncommon occurrence in the 

1960s.12 This resulted in psychological distress for Shapiro, and an upheaval of her sense of self, 

which was once grounded in Orthodox Judaism practiced by the man she thought was her 

genetic father and with whom she was very close.12 This case highlights both individual 

consumer and familial impact. Shapiro’s living relatives are also necessarily involved and were 

forced to psychologically unpack this information without a full prior warning of this possibility. 

As Shapiro notes in her memoir, 23andMe merely cautioned that “[she] may discover things 

about [herself] and/or [her] family members that may be upsetting.”12 Through the use of 

Ancestry.com and public internet searches, she was quickly able to locate her biological father 

just like many individuals have done upon learning similar news from their test. Learning that 

she shared genes with a stranger affected her connection to household family photographs, and 

her medical history, including telling her doctor that her “father was no longer deceased.”12 

However, it is important to note here, that despite Shapiro’s life upheaval, she does not regret 

participating in DTC genetic testing, nor does she regret learning the truth of her parentage.34 It 

remains unclear whether other members of her family who were affected feel similarly. 

Nevertheless, the possibility of psychological impact on the consumer and her family members 

remains.   

This is only one of many stories that showcases how DTC genetic ancestry testing affects 

individual and familial physical and mental health and sense of identity, arising from an 
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incomplete or absent prior understanding of the possibility of misattributed paternity when 

participating in DTC genetic ancestry testing. One of the reasons that learning this information is 

significant is that one cannot unlearn it.22 Once one reads through her genetic test results, one 

cannot simply unread her results or unlearn that her father who raised her wasn’t her biological 

father. These physical and mental health impacts are further cause for requiring familial 

informed consent. Unfortunately, as noted above, even if family members are contacted and 

adequately informed about the possibilities of the harm that could ensue, the task of consenting 

all individuals who could be affected by engaging in testing is still impossible. However, even if 

familial consent could be sought and received, it is still the case that genetic information held by 

DTC genetic ancestry companies is not adequately protected.  

 

Database Privacy Risks 

A historical solution to the risk of personal and familial privacy breaches is the process of 

deidentification. Deidentifying genetic data removes personal information that connects the 

subject back to the data. However, due to the dramatic increase in the availability of genetic 

information on the U.S. population, deidentification is no longer adequate, as one’s genetic data 

can easily be re-identified.15,35,36 Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) look at thousands 

of variations in genomes to determine segments of DNA involved in human disease. In one 

study, researchers were able to reidentify individuals who were participants in a GWAS study.37 

In a separate study, researchers were able to identify research participant surnames through the 

use of recreational genetic genealogy databases in conjunction with web-based searches.15 

Furthermore, individuals and their relatives can be linked back to their data through public voter 

registries.35 This is done by matching demographic information listed on an individual’s public 
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genetic profile to the same demographic information (e.g., birth date, zip code, etc.) found on 

public voter registries. Matching this data will lead to the identification of the individual’s name, 

and thus re-identifying the once de-identified genetic data. Therefore, the process of 

deidentifying data no longer accomplishes its goal of protecting the privacy of genetic 

information.  

Furthermore, recent research suggests the possibility of accessing genetic data without 

permission from third-party genomic databases, such as GEDMatch.38 When users submit their 

genetic information to these databases, the company searches for similar or identical segments of 

DNA to the user’s DNA, to identify genetic relatives. The amount and length of these similar or 

identical segments increase based on familial closeness of the user and other individuals in the 

database. If an individual uploads her DNA, searches for relatives, and obtains an alleged 

relative’s segment length and location similar to her DNA, she now has identifiable information 

about this relative.39 What makes this process open to malicious intent or privacy breach is that 

anyone can upload anyone else’s genetic information gathered from public databases to these 

services and, through a process called identical-by-state (IBS) tiling, obtain meaningful genetic 

information from a large percentage of the U.S. population. In GEDMatch, it was determined 

that one can obtain an individual’s entire genome due to the site’s comparison and reporting 

methods.39 Once genetic privacy is lost because of open access to public genetic databases, DTC 

genetic testing companies, and widespread internet use, this loss is impossible to reverse. 

However, Carmi suggests that privacy risks can be decreased and potentially eliminated if DTC 

genetic ancestry companies or genetic databases do not inform the user “where the IBS segments 

are located within the genome.”39  
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But are privacy breaches common? Although there are significant vulnerabilities that 

could be exploited, are any of these events likely to occur? In short, yes. Within the past ten 

years, health data violations constituted 40% of all data breaches, and of those health data 

violations, 63% of them constituted breaches of medical records.22 It is estimated, that the 

possibility for privacy harms will only increase as it becomes easier and more known how to use 

the above methods to apprehend the public’s private genetic information. This makes breaches of 

privacy a very real and pressing harm that consumers and their families can fall victim to as a 

result of at least one family member participating in DTC genetic ancestry testing. During the 

week of July 20th, 2020, there were two related privacy breaches of DTC data. These occurred 

first through GEDMatch, resulting in a subsequent breach at MyHeritage, a DTC genetic 

ancestry testing company from which many GEDMatch users upload their data.31 Following law 

enforcement use of the site to find the Golden State Killer, GEDMatch created privacy settings 

that permit users to choose whether they want their account to be made public, and whether they 

want their account to be searchable by law enforcement officials. The 2020 security breach not 

only made every user’s account public, but also made every user’s account searchable by law 

enforcement.31 By making all accounts publicly accessible, the hackers were able to access all 

users’ genetic information and family trees. GEDMatch users are shown up to 3000 of their 

closest matches, thus making this privacy breach not only a breach for the individual user, but 

also for all of those with whom they are connected, and their genetic and social relatives.38 The 

hackers were also able to access all email addresses that were associated with MyHeritage 

accounts, resulting in the second privacy breach. The hackers then proceeded to send a phishing 

email to MyHeritage users in order to access their passwords and account information, which 

includes their genetic information and family tree data.40 Ultimately, these privacy breaches will 
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not be the only privacy breaches to occur as long as consumers continue to purchase DTC 

genetic ancestry tests and upload them to third party databases.  

 

Weighing the Benefits Against the Harms of Genetic Ancestry Testing 

Critics may argue that the harm principle does not outweigh a human being’s 

“fundamental right to know their genetic origins.”41 If it is the individual’s right to know her 

ancestry, then the state or governing body must seek to respect, protect, and fulfill this right. This 

rights claim is based on the belief that individuals are harmed and severely wronged if they are 

unaware of their genetic parents.41 Other potential benefits of knowing one’s genetic parents or 

family medical history include increased well-being and knowledge of potential health risks. 

Adoption studies have demonstrated that adoptees who are aware of their genetic parents have 

fewer psychological problems and a clearer sense of self-identity.41 These results are similarly 

found in individuals who were conceived with anonymous sperm and egg donation.41 

Additionally, many cultures and religions emphasize that knowledge of one’s ancestry is 

important in defining the individual.41 For example, in Judaism, it is imperative to know one’s 

ancestry to discern what obligations an individual has and to determine if one is Jewish. 

According to Orthodox Judaism, a person is Jewish if her mother is Jewish.42 Therefore, one 

cannot glean a sense of self-identity in the Orthodox religious community without this 

information. Additionally, providing evidence of kinship via genetic ancestry test results can also 

aid in demonstrating indigenous tribal membership.4 Ultimately, genetic genealogic information 

may be important for the individual’s sense of self and can be advantageous to the individual if 

known. Thus, refusing to permit a consumer to undergo paternity testing would be failing to 

uphold this fundamental right.43  
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However, DTC genetic ancestry testing isn’t the only way to establish paternity. Before 

the popularity of DTC genetic ancestry testing companies, individuals who had unknown 

paternity, or suspected that their father wasn’t a genetic relative, would obtain a traditional 

paternity test. Traditional paternity testing is not unanimously considered to be ethical, in part 

because there is debate over whether individuals have the right to know who their genetic parents 

are, and conducting a traditional paternity test does not always uphold that right.41 Traditional 

paternity tests require DNA from both the individual and the supposed genetic parent. These 

tests can determine if two individuals are related using both parties’ DNA samples, but cannot 

determine who is the genetic father if the company does not have his DNA. Additionally, 

traditional testing does not provide DNA analysis that reveals the genes the two individuals 

share, unlike current DTC genetic ancestry testing.4 In this way, traditional paternity tests are 

unlike the tests offered by DTC genetic ancestry testing companies, as they provide less 

information.44 Additionally, traditional paternity testing does not violate familial autonomy, nor 

is it prone to privacy breaches, unlike DTC genetic ancestry testing, due to the lack of data 

storage in biobanks, large-scale testing, and relative finder features. However, if an individual 

adheres to the following three criteria, then traditional paternity testing becomes an ethical 

alternative to DTC genetic ancestry testing: (1) it is accepted that the individual has a right to 

know her genetic parents, (2) she and her suspected father consent to participating in paternity 

testing, and (3) testing is done legally. Although traditional paternity tests are an ethical 

alternative to DTC genetic ancestry testing, they may not successfully uphold the right to know 

one’s genetic parents, because these tests do not have access to the millions of data points that 

connect individuals to their genetic relatives.36 The inability of traditional paternity testing to 

connect the consumer to her genetic parent does not imply that DTC genetic ancestry testing is 
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an appropriate or ethical alternative. Just because one option does not achieve one’s goal, does 

not mean that the effective but morally problematic option should be pursued. The question then 

follows: is it more harmful to not know one’s genetic parents or to possibly know one’s genetic 

parents but lose one’s genetic privacy and reveal the family’s genetic information to the public 

eye? 

This dilemma results in a tension between the harms inflicted on the individual of not 

knowing one’s genetic parents, and the harms inflicted on one’s unconsenting family members. 

However, these two harms aren’t the only factors affecting the permissibility of submitting DNA 

to DTC genetic ancestry testing companies. For the individual alone, several possibilities for 

harm exist including negative psychological effects from misattributed paternity, loss of a prior 

sense of self, legal implications, and loss of genetic privacy. All of these harms can be 

simultaneously experienced by the individual and one’s family due to the ability of DNA 

analysis to connect to close and distant known and unknown relatives.  

In order to discern whether the risks outweigh the benefits, I turn to utilitarian 

philosophy. Mill articulates that one should engage in behaviors that maximize utility, or 

happiness, for the greatest number of people.8 According to this principle, a consumer should not 

submit her DNA to an ancestry company solely for her benefit, at the expense of her family 

members. She will not be maximizing utility for the greatest number of people, but rather only 

for herself. And even that is questionable, as she may be harmed by discovering the identities of 

unknown family members, or by the misuse of her genetic data due to inadequate privacy 

controls. Ultimately, consumers should not submit their DNA to DTC genetic ancestry 

companies, even though the identity of the genetic parents may remain uncertain, because it is 

unethical to behave in a way that advances one’s gain at the expense of one’s family members.  
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 Ultimately, there are many ethical issues involved in DTC genetic ancestry testing. 

Above, I note concerns about respect for individual and familial autonomy and privacy, which 

arise due to the shared nature of genetic information and the lack of adequate deidentification 

and privacy protections. As a result of an inability to consent all biologically and socially related 

known and unknown family members, consumers of genetic ancestry tests risk violating 

individual and familial autonomy. Thus, DTC genetic ancestry testing is unethical, and 

consumers should not participate in it. Perhaps, in the future, with the advent of new 

technologies and privacy protections, DTC genetic ancestry testing could become an ethical 

service, as is genetic testing from reputable laboratories for medical and health reasons. Until 

then, it is morally imperative for consumers to refrain from engaging with these companies. 

 

Objections 

Although there are several plausible objections to my argument that individuals are 

morally obligated to refrain from submitting their DNA for ancestry testing because of potential 

violations to familial autonomy and privacy, I will outline three objections below, with 

corresponding rebuttals.  

The first objection is that one person’s actions would not affect the databases or result in 

less harm since other family members have already sent their information. As cited in climate 

change debates, there is an argument that one individual’s actions do not have a significant 

impact on large-scale problems.45 Relevant to ancestry testing, the immense problem is that large 

biobanks exist which include millions of data points and are controlled by DTC genetic testing 

companies. Biobanks become problematic because of the inadequate privacy protections in 

conjunction with the value to be gained by hacking into it. Further problems arise due to the 
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reality that DTC genetic testing companies use biobanks paired with a variation of a relative 

finder feature to connect individuals to their relatives, creating the potential for wide-reaching 

breaches of privacy. Thus, one could apply the climate change analogy here: if one person does 

not submit their DNA to a DTC genetic ancestry testing company, the impact would be 

negligible because there are millions of other data points, and the same violation of respect for 

familial autonomy and privacy infringement is likely to occur, just by some other individual. 

This objection to the significance of individual obligations is called the casual impotence 

objection.45  

However, the claim that individual action is negligible is predicated on the idea that 

individuals are the only ones who are acting, not the collective. It shouldn’t be that only one 

person is deciding not to test. In reality, everyone should stop submitting their DNA to DTC 

genetic ancestry testing companies. If all consumers stopped engaging in this type of testing 

today, all things being equal, some of the privacy problems caused by submitting DNA wouldn’t 

be problems of those in the 8th generation. If one is required to not submit one’s DNA to these 

companies, then it follows that no one should be submitting their DNA. If everyone who would 

have submitted their genetic information chooses to refrain from doing so, then the company 

databases would become obsolete. This is because as generations continue, it becomes 

increasingly difficult to connect family members. After all, there is less shared DNA from one 

generation to the next. For example, after the 8th generation of individuals, approximately 200 

years after the last time an individual submitted her genetic information to a DTC genetic 

ancestry testing company, that individual and the 8th generation individual would not be able to 

be connected because their DNA would not be similar enough. Therefore, stopping testing now 

would have an impact on future generations and the state of their privacy.  
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Lastly, I argue that individual action does result in significant consequences. As noted 

previously, individual action isn’t negligible in the case of DTC genetic ancestry testing, due to 

how the companies provide context for one’s genetic analysis. One only learns information about 

others if there is information to share. The companies only have access to a family members’ 

genetic and personal information if said family member provided it. Therefore, the problem isn’t 

that individual action is negligible, but rather individual action is significant because it will 

provide insight to the consumer. This was demonstrated in the case of the Golden State Killer. If 

the one distant relative had not submitted her DNA, identifying the Golden State Killer through 

GEDMatch would have proved to be immensely more difficult, and arguably would only have 

been able to occur if another family member uploaded her DNA instead of this one. Ultimately, 

individual action does matter in the context of genetic testing. 

 

Conclusion 

 In summary, I argue that engaging in DTC genetic ancestry testing is morally 

impermissible. When an individual chooses to submit her DNA, she is not only risking her own 

genetic privacy and psychological upset but also that of her known and unknown relatives due to 

the shared nature of DNA. In order to respect familial autonomy, informed familial consent of all 

known and unknown family members is required. But obtaining such consent is impossible. 

DTC genetic ancestry testing companies do not even minimally request consent from close, 

known family members. If they did, the likelihood of autonomy violations would be minimized. 

In the absence of familial consent, individuals should stop participating in DTC genetic ancestry 

testing. Although the genetic privacy of many existing individuals is lost due to the current 

popularity of DTC genetic ancestry tests, there is still hope for future generations. If everyone 
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today declines to purchase testing kits and submit their DNA to these companies, future 

generations may have intact genetic privacy due to the decreasing percentages of similar DNA 

down the generations.  
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